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Introduction
Once, as a young university lecturer, I visited a colleague at the University hospital in
Amsterdam, where I chuckled at a nameplate on a door announcing that this was the
office of an Assistant Professor of the Biochemistry of the Oral Cavity. I can imagine
some people, though not necessarily those present in this room, experience similar
merriment at the esoteric description of my recently instituted chair, "Multivariate
analysis, in particular of three-way data". Multivariate analysis, or analysing several
variables simultaneously, seems just about possible to comprehend, and it is used in
many branches of science, but "especially of three-way data" might sound as abstruse
to the uninitiated as "of the oral cavity" sounded to me, long ago. One might wonder
what possessed a Foundation to institute a special chair for something so outlandish
In this lecture I will try to indicate, even though that is hardly necessary in a company
such as this one, that the specialism is not nearly as esoteric as the rest of the world
might think. More in particular, I will argue that scientific research cannot do without
three-mode analysis, even though not everybody knows this yet, and who knows the
content of this lecture might even come handy when you have to defend yourself
against some of your colleagues. In addition, I will show that three-way data are
found everywhere, if one only looks; much like first-time prospective parents who
suddenly notice pregnant women everywhere.
In this lecture, I will first explain what three-way data are and how they are tackled.
By means of a detailed example I hope to give you an idea of why three-mode
analysis fascinates me so much. And I will finish with telling you something about
the origin of three-mode analysis, and its explosive development over the past ten
years.

Three-way data and their analysis
What are three-way data?
To put it at its simplest, three-way data are data that no longer fit onto one index card,
but need a box to contain them. Some might still find that mystifying, but my first
illustration may help them here. Looking, for instance, at an example from Child
Studies, we note that many data sets there take the form of the scores of a number of
children on a number of variables, such as intelligence, and marks for English,
Arithmetic and physical education (Gym), etc. (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Two-way data
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Figure 2. Three-way data

Such data may be written on one index card, in the form of a table with the children
in the rows and the variables in the columns. We now have two ‘ways’: children and
variables. If the data form part of a longitudinal investigation in which the children
are measured every year on the same variables, we have three-way data, the ‘ways’
being children, variables and, thirdly, years or occasions. One index card will now no
longer suffice, but we need a separate card for each year, and the set of cards is kept
in a box: three-way data fit in boxes, as shown in Figure 2.
Once we have got the hang of this, we suddenly notice data in boxes everywhere. A
plant breeder has planted several varieties of peanuts (first way) in different locations
(second way) and measures the characteristics of the harvested plants, such as yield,
quality, the percentage of saturated and of unsaturated oils (third way).1 A chemist
has ten containers with different sugar solutions, sends light of varying wavelengths
through the vats, and measures the excitation wavelengths emerging at the other side.2
A church historian wanting to describe the polemics on modernism in the middle of
the 19th century might make a box with polemicists (first way), their opponents
(second way), and arguments used (third way).3 A medical pharmacologist has
derived the spatial structures of a number of cocaine variants from crystallographic
measurements, and wants to know to what extent their spatial structures are the same,
and to what extent they are different. The molecules form the first way, their
constituent atoms the second, and the spatial coordinates the third.4
Ladies and gentlemen, you may sometimes have wondered how a radio mast,
which receives signals not only from your mobile phone but also from countless other
cell phones, knows exactly that the answer to your outpourings should be sent to you,
rather than your neighbour who should not be privy to them at all? This process, too,
may be described through three-way models.5
What is "Multivariate analysis, in particular of three-way data"?
Three-mode analysis is no more than the analysis of data that fit in boxes, but that is
not going to help you much. It is probably better to rephrase the question (a familiar
trick among statisticians if they cannot or will not answer the original question). One
possibility is: "What type of research questions can be tackled via three-mode
analysis?" Such a question has the advantage that it is formulated in substantive rather
than methodological terms.
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Let us again look at the example of the children tracked over a number of years. What
questions would the researchers have had in mind when they started to collect data?
There are of course many possibilities, but in this lecture I want to confine myself to
those questions that may be handled via three-mode analysis. In this case, the central
questions might be:
1. What are the relations between the variables?
2. What trends may be discovered over time?
3. Are there different types of children?
These are three questions, one for each way. Although this type of question is
interesting, they only apply to one way at a time. Three-mode analysis has been
devised especially to deal with more complex questions such as:
4. Do the relations between the variables change over time? For instance, it is a
well-known fact that in very young children intelligence is still very
amorphous, but that as they get older some children develop better on some
aspects of intelligence than others. In other words, time brings a change in the
structure, i.e. the interrelations between the various parts of an intelligence
test.
5. An even more complex question is: Does the structure of the variables change
over time in a different way for different groups of children, for instance for
boys and for girls, or for children with different levels of mental handicap?
With such complex questions, involving all three aspects, or ways, of the data, threemode analysis really comes into its own. Plant breeders, for instance, are interested in
the specific adaptation of crops, in other words, they like to know which varieties of a
plant will perform well on specific aspects in locations with specific characteristics.
In concrete terms, where should one grow what type of peanut plants, in order to
obtain peanuts that are specifically suitable for making peanut butter? Do specific
schools of modernist theologians attack specific other schools, using specific types of
arguments?
One’s first acquaintance with techniques for three -mode analysis is often a bit of
a shock, because of the complications involved in the correct understanding and
interpretation of those techniques. However, this is unavoidable, as we are dealing
with complex techniques intended to solve complex questions. Testing differences in
average lengths between boys and girls is child’s play for the average student, but
three-way questions just are more intricate. However, it is this complexity that makes
research with three-mode methods more rewarding.
I am always surprised to find how often researchers content themselves with
univariate answers in situations that are inherently multivariate. No wonder, to
paraphrase the Dutch columnist Jan Blokker, that most answers from social sciences
research have long been known to the Wise Woman of the Western Woods, and that
many people upon reading these results think: “Well, that’s nothing new.” The snake
in the grass here is that if the results had been different, others, or even the same
people, would also have said that they knew this all along.
As a proof of this I may mention a trick by Lazarafeld,6 who presented some research
results regarding the behaviour of immigrants. These brought nods of approval and
agreement in the auditorium. A few minutes later, he returned to the subject and
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asked the audience whether they had really believed him: actually, the results were
the complete opposite of what he had told them earlier.
The crux of the matter is that, as a result of the multivariate character of phenomena,
under one set of circumstances one specific univariate result will be obtained,
whereas the opposite result may be found in other circumstances. In short, univariate
results are often misleading in a multivariate world, and the multivariate character of
a particular phenomenon needs to be probed by means of techniques that do justice to
this complexity, such as those in the toolbox of the three-way data analyst.
Figure 3 shows a typical example of such a three-way data analyst, looking in some
despair at the complexity of the data cube he has been given. This woodcut by M.C.
Escher, by the way, would fit perfectly in Jan Luyken’s 1694 collection of
emblemata, Het Menselyk Bedryf (The Human Enterprise), together with the
fisherman, the baker, and the blacksmith.

Figure 3. M. C. Escher, Man with cuboid

© 2005 The M.C. Escher Company B.V., Baarn - Holland. http://www.mcescher.com/. All rights
reserved.
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How were three-way data analysed before the arrival of three-mode analysis?
To put it briefly: by flattening the box, or stringing out its contents. In both cases the
idea is to make three-way data into two-way data by eliminating one of the ways.
Instead of looking at the interactions between three types of units (or ways), one then
only needs to analyse two.
Flattening is typically done by taking the averages over all cards in the box, so that
one is left with one card containing means. These may be averages over all years, so
that one loses sight of trends over time, but one may also take averages over all
subjects, so that individual differences disappear below the horizon.
Stringing out is done by either laying out all the cards in one long row, so that the
relation between similar variables at different time points is neglected (the wide
matrix), or laying out all cards in one tall column, so that the connections between
people’s scores at different moments is lost (the long matrix). In all these cases, the
data and their analysis are shrunk from three-way to two-way.
Sometimes this may do no harm, because it is possible that a three-mode analysis
leads to the conclusion that no three-mode analysis is necessary. For instance, if
nothing changes over time, or if all subjects may be viewed as having been randomly
drawn from one single population. Or if all theologians attack all opponents with the
same intensity with all relevant arguments. However, if this is not the case, the
flattening or stringing out of three-way data leads to an unnecessary and sometimes
unacceptable simplification.
So… what should we do with three-way data?
Since the beginning of the 1960s, a series of techniques has been devised specifically
aimed at doing justice to three-way data. They bear such intriguing names as threemode principal component analysis, three-mode factor analysis, three-mode cluster
analysis, parallel factor analysis, multiway covariance analysis, multidimensional
scaling techniques for individual differences, generalized Procrustes analysis,
multivariate longitudinal analysis, and many more of this kind.
Most of these methods have a strongly exploratory character, which means that one
tries to find the patterns among the elements of the three ways, without a priori
postulating specific configurations, and without applying tests to these patterns. This
is partly because it is difficult to specify such patterns beforehand, and partly because
‘hypothesis testing’ supposes that something is known about the distributions of the
scores, which for three-way data is only very rarely the case. It is, however, perfectly
possible to determine the stability of the estimated values of the parameters via
repeated sampling from the sample in question (‘bootstrap’ -method), but these
developments are still in their infancy in three-mode analysis.7
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How do Japanese students judge Chopin’s Preludes?
In order to give you some idea of the sort of results obtained via three-mode
techniques, I would like to present an analysis of data produced by Japanese students,
in reaction to listening to (parts of) the 24 preludes by the Polish composer Chopin
played by a French pianist. What makes these data special is that they combine
psychology, semantics, cross-cultural studies, musicology, and statistics. An example
close to my heart. This example is special in that a type of data is used, called
‘semantic differentials’, that actually initiated the development of three -mode
analysis, as I will explain in more detail later. The analyses have been produced in
close collaboration with Professor Takashi Murakami of Nagoya University, Japan8.
The research questions were the following:
1. Music may be characterised in technical terms such as key, tempo, and mode, i.e.,
major/minor. To what extent are laymen sensitive to these aspects when we ask
them to describe music in everyday adjectives such as loud, gloomy, tender, etc.?
2. Is it possible at the same time to establish, by means of the same adjectives, their
preference for specific types of music, not expressed in those adjectives but in the
technical terms relating to key signature, tempo and mode?

...

.

Student 38

(3e way)

Student 2
Student 1

24 Preludes
(1e way)
20 Semantic scales
(2e way)

Figure 4. Data box for the Chopin study
The study was conducted among 38 Japanese students who were familiar with
classical music (the first way). The 24 preludes were played to them (the second
way), and after every prelude (or the first 80 seconds of it) they were asked to fill out
a set of 20 so-called semantic rating scales (the third way); these scales are given in
Table 1. Note that they consist of two complementary concepts (restless – calm; fast –
slow, strong – weak, etc.).
What we are trying to find is the connection between the preludes and the rating
scales as related to the individual differences between students. As I will explain in
more detail later, the main result of the investigation was that the students largely
agreed on the technical, cognitive aspects of the preludes, but differed as to the
affective elements, i.e., the sort of music they preferred. As an exercise, you may
make up your own mind on prelude 16 [Music!].
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Consensus on the musical-technical aspects of the preludes
Scales
Let us look at the Semantic Space (Plate I), in which we see the relations between the
twenty bipolar scales as reflected in the students’ assessments. Every scale is
represented by an arrow, with one adjective at the tip (restless) and its antonym on the
other side (calm). In the interest of clarity there are only four arrows of which both
poles have been drawn. What does it mean that some arrows are close together, and
that others are at wide angles to each other? Let us first look at the arrows marked
restless and dramatic. These are close together, because students generally gave
preludes similar scores on these two scales. Hence, restless preludes are also
dramatic, and calm preludes are also lyrical. When the arrows are at right angles to
each other, such as for instance fast and cold, this means that according to the
students those scales have no relation to each other at all: fast preludes may be hot as
well as cold, and the same applies to slow preludes.

Table 1. Semantic differentials
(English translation of the Japanese terms;
scores from 1 to 7)
Calm ( = 1)
- Restless ( = 7)
Gentle
- Severe
Quiet
- Noisy
Lyrical
- Dramatic
Tranquil
- Vehement
Weak
- Strong
Slow
- Fast
Still
- Loud
Light
- Heavy
Cheerful
- Gloomy
Bright
- Dark
Soft
- Hard
Happy
- Sad
Clear
- Cloudy
Warm
- Cold
Small
- Large
Delicate
- Coarse
Thin
- Thick
Unattractive
- Attractive
Uninteresting ( = 1) - Interesting ( = 7)
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PLATE I. Semantic space
Preludes
Plate II, the Prelude Space, shows the configuration of the preludes as a reflection of
the scores the students assigned to them. At the bottom of the Plate, I have given the
scales again; for a correct interpretation you should imagine them as an overlay on
top of the preludes in the figure.
We can now see that the prelude you just scored, no. 16 in b-flat minor, tempo
indication presto, was judged especially fast and noisy. Prelude no. 20 in c, largo,
you will find in the bottom right-hand corner of the Prelude Space. The students
judged this prelude coarse, heavy, sad and gloomy [Music!]. Prelude no. 15 in D-flat
major, sostenuto, in the bottom left-hand corner of the Prelude space, was rated calm,
lyrical and tranquil [Music!]. The prelude no. 3 in G-major, vivace, occupies the lefthand upper corner of the Prelude space. As an aside, it is interesting to note that
preludes 4, 6 and 20, which are close together in the Prelude Space, were all three
played on organ at Chopin’s funeral. 9
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PLATE II. Prelude space
Technical merits
If we judge the configuration of the preludes in the Prelude Space on their technical
merits, we note that the students have made a clear division in Tempo (fast and slow),
and in Mode (major and minor). In other words, on the basis of the semantic scales
the students have arranged the preludes in a pattern that is found to correspond to an
arrangement based on musical-technical aspects. This is not all, however; closer
inspection reveals that the arrangement of key signatures over the area largely
corresponds to that of the circle of fifths (see Figure 5). We now even note two
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anomalies. These are nos. 9 and 10: 9 is in a major key and is situated in the ‘minor’
area, and 10 is in a minor key and is found in the ‘major’ part of the Prelude Space.
For the moment, I will leave aside the question why these preludes received such
deviant assessments.10

Number
of flats

Number
of
sharps

Kwintencirkel
d# =eb;C#=Db;a#=bb
Figure 5. Circle of fifths
Note to Figure 5:
The numbers on the outside refer to the number of flats in the key in question;
those in the innermost circle to the number of sharps. The numbers in the boxes
are those they have in Chopin’s score. 11
Where the students differed
What still needs to be discussed is to what extent the students differed. I have no
figure to illustrate this, because it may easily be said in words. The students especially
liked either fast pieces in a major key, or slow pieces in a minor key. Of course, you
knew this all along. And don’t worry: you have not been set up for a trick à la
Lazarsfeld.

The history of three-mode analysis
The history of techniques for three-mode data analysis starts with the late Ledyard
R Tucker (he died very recently, in 2004), who, among other places, worked at the
University of Illinois and the Educational Testing Service in Princeton. Another
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prominent godfather is Douglas Carroll, who spent a large part of his academic career
at Bell Laboratories and is now on the staff at Rutgers University. A third founding
father of three-mode techniques is Richard Harshman, based at the University of
Waterloo in London, Canada. In this lecture I will concentrate on Tucker’s work
because it has been the basis for practically all of mine.
Although of course mathematics is the mother of all sciences and (mathematical)
statistics her daughter, a mathematician might still be surprised to see how a
changeling discipline such as psychometrics, the science of quantification in
psychology, has given rise to so many important statistical techniques and
innovations: not only factor analysis, multidimensional scaling techniques, itemresponse techniques, structural equation models, but also three-mode analysis.
How I would have loved to have been a student at the University of Illinois at the
beginning of the 1960s, when in fact I, all innocence and ignorance, was just starting
grammar school. The Department of Psychology must have been a breeding ground
of brilliant ideas. Almost concurrently, the semantic differential was developed by
Charles Osgood,12 the behavioural differential by Harry Triandis,13 and three-mode
analysis by Ledyard Tucker.14 Many of their colleagues produced other important
contributions to psychometrics, and to psychology itself. Someone with inside
knowledge of what was happening there could write a successful academic novel -Many Beautiful Minds.

How did three-mode analysis originate?
In an interview with Neil Dorans in 200415 Tucker had the following to say on this
topic:
Three-mode factor analysis grew out of this multidimensional scaling
work. While I was at ETS, I had observed that Charles Osgood of the
University of Illinois had collected data from three modes—concepts,
scales, and subjects—in his semantic differential research. I thought
that the data should be analyzed differently than it was. He collapsed
over people and threw away individual differences data [i.e., he
flattened his data box]. So I developed the 3-mode factor analysis
approach, a very general model for evaluating individual differences
data. It was able to deal with the variety of people (p. 8).
Tucker illustrated his objection to ‘flattening’ with t he example of the car
manufacturer Chrysler, who designed a car for the ‘average customer’ without
appreciating the importance of individual differences. Unfortunately, the car did not
sell, because there was no such thing as the average customer, and Chrysler almost
went bust on this enterprise. The necessity of paying attention to individual
differences is still the guiding principle for almost all work in the area of three-mode
analysis.
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What is the current status of three-mode analysis?
A full and detailed survey of the development of three-mode analysis would be out of
place in this lecture, all the more so because I would have to go into the technique
more deeply than I intend to do today. However, in order to give you at least some
idea of its fortunes over the years I have drawn a diagram (Plate III) showing the
roughly calculated citation curves for the main protagonists, divided into founding
fathers (Tucker, Carroll, and Harshman), psychometricians, and chemometricians.
The last two groups consist almost exclusively of scientists from the Netherlands.
This representation has not been prompted by chauvinism: It is a fact that during the
1980s and 90s various Dutchmen have done pioneering work in this area.

Popularity of three-mode analysis
(citations per year)
120
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60

Carroll
Harshman

40

Psychometrician 1

20

Psychometrician 2
Psychometrician 3

0
-20
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Chemometrician 1
Chemometrician 2

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

PLATE III. Development of three-mode analysis (1963 – 2004)
What is most striking in this diagram is the steep increase in the number of citations
during the 1990s, and the fact that this escalation is almost exclusively due to the
chemometricians. Moreover, the rising number of citations for the psychometricians
is actually also due to the stormy developments in chemometrics. As soon as
chemometricians realised the power of three-mode analysis, especially the models
developed by Richard Harshman, there was no stopping them. One of the primary
causes for this success was the fact that in (analytical) chemistry models were used
that already had the form of three-way models. All that was needed was to estimate
the parameters, instead of finding out whether the model was applicable and if so, in
Data boxes: Analysis and history
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which form. Also, important commercial applications immediately offered
themselves.16
An interesting aspect of this development is the fact that psychometricians also
started to publish in chemometrics journals, because that was where their biggest
customers were located.17 Does this mean that as from now, three-mode analysis is
exclusively a matter for chemists? Certainly not. Applications in other branches of
science, such as agriculture, signal processing, medicine, and mathematics, regularly
appear, not in overly great numbers but here, too, there is a growing interest.18
Have the social and behavioural sciences now become irrelevant? Is there still a use
for three-mode methods in these disciplines? Can’t we just leave all the h ard work to
others, and simply use their techniques? Is it really necessary for the social and
behavioural sciences to have a chair of multivariate analysis, in particular of threeway data? As you would expect, my answer is an emphatic "Yes!".
One of the special characteristics of data in the social and behavioural sciences is that
they are characterised by being categorical rather than continuous, unlike data in most
scientific disciplines. The Data Theory Group at Leiden University has made
important contributions towards the analysability of large collections of categorical
data via the combining optimal scaling with standard multivariate techniques. And I
intend to startworking in the area of combining optimal scaling and three-mode
analysis. It will be an interesting effort. The only attempt made so far in this direction
was that of Richard Sands, a student at the University of North Carolina.19 He is now
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Constellation Brands, the world’s largest
wine company. Not bad, but of course not a patch on the delights of three-mode
analysis.
Another long-established trend is the design of large-scale longitudinal studies, in
particular of the development of children. Here, too, researchers are confronted with
complex sets of multivariate data, often of varying measuring levels and with large
differences between (groups of) individuals. Three-mode analysis and longitudinal
data analysis with serious consideration for individual differences were made for each
other. In this respect, I hope to build on the work carried out by my Groningen
colleagues.20
We may conclude from this that an intensive focus on three-mode analysis, especially
directed at data that are characteristic for the social and behavioural sciences, will be
of crucial importance for the substantive development of those sciences and of data
analysis itself.
How did the Netherlands come to occupy such a prominent position within
three-mode analysis?
Professor Van de Geer, the initiator of the Foundation that established my chair, was
the great pioneer of data analysis in the Netherlands, and especially in Leiden.
In addition, Van de Geer was also the founding father of three-mode analysis in the
Netherlands. Van de Geer wrote a couple of texts on three-mode analysis, which
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unfortunately have never been published, but which helped me as a student to
understand what it was all about.21
To illustrate Van de Geer’s impact on three -mode analysis in the Netherlands I have
constructed a ‘Ph.D. genealogy’ (Plate IV), which clearly shows him as its nestor. I
will not discuss the diagram in detail here, but just point out that he stood at the basis
of both the Leiden and the Groningen schools. The lateral connections show that there
actually is such a thing as a Dutch school of three-mode analysis. I could have made a
similar diagram of persons who have published articles together similar to the
Kowalski web22 of six years ago, but that would have resulted in an impossible tangle
of lines. Note by the way that Rasmus Bro is seen here as a descendant of the Dutch
school due to his PhD thesis from the University of Amesterdam, but that it is only
partially true as he is strongly related to the Kowalski web as well.

Van de Geer
(1957)

Ten Berge

De Leeuw

(1977)

(1973)

Kroonenberg
(1983)

Meulman

Heiser

(1986)

(1981)

Smil
de
Smilde

Bro
(1998)

Kiers

Commandeur

(1990)
(1990)

(1989)

(1991)

De Rooij
(2001)

Dijksterhuis
(2001)

Krijnen

Timmerman

(1993)

(2001)

(Univ. Copenhagen)

Leiden

UvA'dam

Groningen

Scaling

Component analysis

Procrustes

PLATE IV. Dutch three-mode (PhD) genealogy
May be next time I will create a new version of the world Three-mode genealogy, but
this might require two computer screens rather than the single one used here.
Thank you for your attention.
Notes
1

2

This example refers to various three-way applications in agriculture, see for instance:
Basford, K. E., Kroonenberg, P. M., & DeLacy, I. H. (1991). Three-way methods for multiattribute
genotype by environment data: An illustrated partial survey. Field Crops Research, 27, 131-157.
An introductory survey containing a clear explanation of the Parafac model, with applications in
chemistry, may be found in:
Bro, R. (1997). PARAFAC. Tutorial and applications. Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory
Systems, 38, 149-171.
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Smilde, A.K., Bro, R., & Geladi, P. (2004). Multi-way analysis. Applications in the chemical
sciences. Chichester, UK:Wiley.
3
This example is imaginary, but based on the work carried out in a research project ‘Christianity and
Modernity’ at the Leiden Faculty of Theology under the direction of Prof. Dr. E. G. E. van der Wall.
4
Kroonenberg, P. M., Dunn III, W. J., & Commandeur, J. J. F. (2003). Consensus molecular
alignment based on generalized Procrustes analysis. Journal of Chemical Information and Computer
Science, 45, 69-97.
5
Sidiropoulos, N. D., Bro, R., & Giannakis, G. B. (2000). Parallel factor analysis in sensor array
processing. IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 48, 2377-2388.
6
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